The Rockette:30 - An Amp With A Twist!
never gonna buy that idea! Well... we did it and
didn’t receive any complaints. And it certainly
didn’t cause any failures. Many thousands of
Rockettes are in good reliable service today (Aug
2018), some thirty-four years after their launch
onto the market!
As you can see from the photo below, everything
was constructed on the back panel and only a
small metal front panel for all the controls. It
worked well.

The Rockette:30 amp was very popular with
young student players looking for a reliable
and inexpensive quality combo. Its
production quantity over four years was
around 20,000 units and was basically a
simpler version of the very successful
Sessionette:75.
The amp pictured was recovered by its owner, so
is not original. It would have had a grey tweed
finish, which was exclusive to Session amps.
None of them ever had a black vinyl finish.
Construction - Probably, for me, the most
exciting aspect of this amplifier was the unusual
way I developed to build it. To make such a
tonally high quality amplifier, it was important to
save money on the way it was assembled in order
to pay for the higher quality components that
were required; and end up with an affordable
high quality amp!
I thought long and hard about it and eventually
came up with an idea to ‘do away with’ the
conventional expensive metal chassis method, like
tube amps had in order to support their fragile
glass tubes. But… we didn’t have fragile glass
tubes! So the chassis was not important to the
build. Instead, I thought, why not use the inside
of speaker cabinet to attach all the lightweight
electronics to. So that’s exactly the route I took.
Quite novel… although the traditionalists were

Facilities - It was equipped with a 30 watt
‘MosFet’ power amp, 12” Celestion speaker and
dual spring 9” Accutronics reverb. An Extension
Speaker output was provided which allowed both
the internal and external speakers to work

above about 6 on the dial and cuts the treble
below that figure.
This was done not just for economy reasons, but
to introduce an amp with a tonality similar to the
old ‘6V6, EL84 or 6BQ5’ equipped amps of the
nineteen-fifties.
Many guitarists credit the tonal characteristics of
those early amps to the valves used in their
power amps. However, most good electronics
design techies would tell you that that is an
incorrect assumption!

simultaneously. A Headphone output was also
provided and its FX Send and Return sockets
were a very unusual inclusion for that time
(1984).
Most were equipped with a custom made 12”
Celestion G12C 30 speaker. Although some early
examples did have Celestion’s G12L 40, which
was a very nice budget speaker. A 12” speaker in
this class of amp was very unusual. Its
competition usually had cheap inefficient 10”
units which often sounded like a bee in a biscuit
tin!
Channel Switching - It was the first guitar amp
in this category to be provided with channel
switching and was operated by a plug in foot
switch or the rocker switch on the front panel.
SimPlay Inputs - The Rockette:30 had a unique
system where two guitarists could each plug into
one of the two input sockets which allowed one
to play overdrive, whilst the other could play
clean, although the second guitarist could use the
footswitch to play overdrive too - simultaneous
playing - ‘SimPlay’.
EQ Controls - The Clean Channel is equipped
with Treble and Bass controls and worked
exclusively with the Clean Channel. The EQ
controls were based on the classic Fender two
band circuit of the early nineteen-sixties amps.
EQ on the Distortion Channel was provided by a
simple Tone control labelled ‘FILTER’. This gave
the Distortion channel a warmer creamier tone
than would have been heard had it been provided
with a two-band circuit like the Clean Channel
has. The FILTER boosts the treble when set

Quite simply, power tube makers of that time
were making tubes with a reasonably colourless
tonal ability… and they were, on the whole, pretty
accurate too. So, the idea that the power tubes
would colour the tone to that degree is, really,
based on ill information and imagination!
It is not unusual for musicians to hear a tonal
difference between two amplifiers and see that
the tubes are different, so they assume that must
be the reason! In the case of the early guitar
amps, the fact that they had just a single TONE
control is the real reason for their tonal difference
to the later amps sporting two or three band EQs
- tonestacks.
The proper name for those two and three band
EQ circuits, used in the nineteen-sixties by
Fender, Marshall, Vox, Selmer and many others,
is a ‘Bridged T Network’. You can play with their
component values and produce amps with
different tonal characteristics as a result. They
are quite primitive and passive, but provide the
tone most players still expect today… so we
continue to use them! They do have a weakness
though. And that is, it doesn’t matter where the
controls are set, there can never be a ‘flat’
setting. Even setting them all to ‘5’, they still
‘scoop’ the mid range. You will always hear its
‘hollow-ish’ effect!
In contrast, the simple TONE control is used to
boost or cut ONLY the higher frequencies of the
guitar’s sound! This means that the full range of
guitar frequencies is available… no ’mid scooping’
going on, so the ‘mids’ are left intact! This makes
the tone range you hear much creamier in
tonality. Some say ’mellow’ others ’warm’,
’smooth’ or ’soft’. Whatever you call it, as a
player, you will instantly hear the difference.
OK, so that tonal difference is produced by the
two different types of EQ employed in the

different amp eras… fifties ’single tone’ control or
the sixties ’two or three band’ EQs. Most
definitely NOT the output power tubes as claimed
all these years!
When its Distortion channel is set up for clean or
on-the-edge-sounds, you will quickly recognise
the tone flavours of all the early rock ‘n’ roll
players! Plug in a P-90 loaded Les Paul and those
tones will come leaping out of the speaker! So as
you can now see, the distortion channel’s ’FILTER’
control is a very important feature of the
Rockette:30 and should NOT be seen as a
limitation. It’s essential for that tone era!
Claim To Fame - Eric Clapton bought two
Rockettes from Andertons Music in Guildford,
Surrey, UK. They were used to record his
'August' album, from which he had his #3 chart
hit single 'Behind The Mask.'
Their distortion ability and rich creamy tone made
the Rockette:30 popular with Eric and gave rise to
the birth of his Creamy tone of that era. The pair
also went on to be used for the subsequent live
tour.
Who would have thought that a solid state amp
designed to perform like an early nineteen-fifties
amp could have been used to help Eric find a
completely new sound? Well, it did!

Yes, they were budget solid state amps, but they
did show that budget and solid state were not
always inferior to tubes... as has long been
claimed. Technology doesn’t decide the final
outcome… the designer’s mind does that!
Pricing - 1987 RRP of £175.00
Lifecycle - In 1988, the Rockette:30 was
replaced by the Duette:112 (60W with a 12”
Celestion G12M 70) and the Duette:110 (30W
with a Celestion G10C 30).
The Duettes were one of the first amps to have
post overdrive two band EQ.

See the April 1987 Guitarist magazine review
on the next page below.
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